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KEYWORD

BUSAN (PUSAN)

Busan is changed the English marking to Busan from 2007.

- **Maritime City BUSAN**: 2nd largest in KOREA
- **Tourist City BUSAN**: 6th one of super ports in WORLD
- **Tourist Spots in BUSAN**: 77
- **Main Zones in BUSAN**: 1
- ** Beautifyl City BUSAN**: 1 Korea’s most famous Beach
- **Distinct Beaches in the BUSAN**: 5
- **Safe City BUSAN**: 1 No. 1 safety & clean city in WORLD
- **Public Peace Ratio**: 85
Welcome to PNU in BUSAN(PUSAN)

TOP NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

Pusan National University is the first national university created by the love of citizens in 1946. As one of Asia’s premier comprehensive institutions of higher educational and a national leading in research, teaching, and community service, PNU provides educational opportunities in almost all areas of study and supports the need of qualified higher education in the southeastern region of the country.
**Session Specification**

**Choice session A or B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session A (5WEEKS)</th>
<th>Session B (3WEEKS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Korean Language &amp; Culture Track</td>
<td>Korean Language &amp; Culture Track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(additional) Academic Track</td>
<td>(additional) Academic Track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operation Schedule</strong></td>
<td><strong>Operation Schedule</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018. 7. 2. - 7. 26 (flexible)</td>
<td>2018. 7. 30. - 8. 17 (flexible)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contents**

A thriving man of skill, technology and culture city. Experience variety of Culture Experience, Cultural Education, Liberal Education and Korean language.
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**Operation Language**

English

**Optional Academic Lecture**

Academic classes to concentrating in the 21st-century problems and issues to courage the creation of a vision of the future based on the forth industrial revolution. Classes feature cutting-edge approaches to education.
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**What an amazing Korean Cultural Track**

**PNU TRACK 1**

**Culture Experience**

Activities of marine city

- Exclusive maritime ecosystem
- Port marina bay
- Marine tour & beach

**SeaPort city**

The marine culture of Busan can be experienced through regional festivals and urban events, literature, that have contributed to the entire lifestyle of this ocean community. Maritime culture in Busan is well shown in the urban spaces and activities that shape the lifestyle of citizens, along with the monuments through literature and art.

**PNU TRACK 2**

**Cultural Education**

Tourism of marine city

- Early city of busan
- Modern architecture
- Historical architecture & monument

Busan Openes East Asia Culture City 2018

Busan has selected its best accommodation and transportation infrastructure, experience in hosting a number of international events, and detailed event programs utilizing its unique cultural characteristics to help choose its cultural cities.

**PNU TRACK 3**

**Liberal Education**

City & Trends

- K-Pop
- K-Beauty & K-Wellbeing
- K-food

**Europe ‘Digital Korea’, India ‘Made in Korea’**

- Korea’s craze for technology, which started as a popular cultural Hallyu wave in Asia, is the know-how of the technology system.
- In the field of competitiveness of food styles, such as food fashion, architecture, music, art, art, etc.
- Rapidly spreading to each edition of ‘Made in Modern Korea’

**PNU TRACK 4**

**KOREAN Language**

Learn Korean Language using K-trend

Professional education institute by language education

With the expansion of its global status as a result of Korea’s economic growth, and the Korean Wave, expectations are rising for learning Korean language. KOREAN is easy to learn and easy to hear. You can listen to Korean studies as well as learn Korean, can learn Korean through PNU language institute which have students from 13 countries every year, 200-300 students takes classes here.
Walk along Gwangan Beach, one of the city’s most popular summer destinations because of the many foreigner-friendly restaurants and nightclubs located right next to the beach with spectacular views of the Gwangan Bridge. From there, it is just a short walk to the world’s largest entertainment center, Centum City, known for its ultra-modern aesthetic, and home to Shinsegae, the world’s largest shopping center, the Busan Cinema Center (home to BIFF and a headquarters for Korea’s world-renowned animation industry), as well as the location of a memorial museum to Korea’s tragic history.

Take a stroll along Songdo’s pristine beach on the way to catching the new cable car ride to experience the panoramic view of Korea’s newest tourist attraction. The transparent floor of every cable car offers a breathtaking glimpse of the ocean below. Visit the National Maritime Museum in western Busan and learn about the city’s incredible relationship with the sea. See Jagalchi, one of the largest seafood markets in Korea.

To fully appreciate Busan’s multifaceted history, a cable car trip up Gaunjeong Mountain to Dongnue Eupseong Fortress is a requirement. The fortress was used to help repel the Japanese invasions of Korea during the 1590s, and is one of Korea’s ‘national treasures.’ At the base of the mountain, in the Dongnue area near PNU, is a burgeoning well-being industry devoted to the latest health, fitness, and beauty trends, Korean-style.